Features and Capabilities

- Zonar 2010 inspection tool
- RFID tags (asset, specific vehicle information, zone specific information; and driver unique ID number)
- Built to withstand harsh weather conditions
- Electronic record keeping with options to automatically delete dated records
- Configurable on-screen data fields such as drop-down lists, text and numbers

The Only One Of Its Kind

The patented EVIR® system uses the innovative Tag Once, Inspect Regularly, Know Always approach to capture, transmit and record inspection, compliance and maintenance data. Required pre- and post-trip inspections are automated and verified. It can comply with all DOT, OSHA and MSHA equipment inspection regulations.

Simple As Tag, Inspect & Transmit

Tag - RFID tags are placed on the asset in critical inspection “zones.”
Inspect - Inspections are performed by placing the reader close to the tag and conditions are entered with easy-push-button responses.
Transmit - When a defect is discovered, allow your maintenance department to know immediately and prioritize repairs to help with vehicle uptime.

For more information, visit zonarsystems.com